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Technology

Mortgage Insurance Hub
Identify the Best Mortgage Insurance Option in
Any Scenario
The CoreLogic® Mortgage Insurance (MI) Hub takes the hassle out of choosing
a mortgage insurance policy by providing an intelligent selection of mortgage
insurance policies on a per loan basis. MI Hub leverages real-time risk-based
pricing quotes gathered from all insurers combined with configurable
business rules tuned to your organization, so you get the best insurance
policy based on the unique needs of your client.

Get the optimal solution for any borrower scenario
MI Hub can provide you with a variety of options to streamline your mortgage
insurance selection process, without incurring significant training costs. By
choosing MI Hub over the traditional practices of going from one provider to
another looking for the best deal, you get the following benefits:
 A single product per MI company or multiple available products such as
lender-paid mortgage insurance (LPMI), borrower-paid mortgage insurance
(BPMI), Single Premium and more
 Eligibility rationale can be included for ineligible products, along with detailed
explanations when insufficient information is provided to quote a price

Product Highlights
 Scan multiple
MI providers
simultaneously
 Customize criteria
for each borrower
scenario
 Helps meet MI quotas
 Leverage multiple
selection criteria to
find the best solution
for any given scenario
 Get single or
multiple options
per MI company

 Additional calculations, including five-year housing expense costs and
mortgage insurance premiums blended with taxes
 PDF of the selected rate quote available with every order

Configurable rules engine can handle multiple selection criteria
In some scenarios, choosing the lowest priced insurance option isn’t always the
best solution. With MI HUB, the selection can be optimized to meet more
complex goals, such as minimizing debt-to-income (DTI), loan-to-value (LTV), or
projected housing expense costs. It can also help you allocate your MI portfolio
among vendors to meet quotas and risk management objectives.
Powered by an intelligent decision engine, MI Hub rules can be configured to
employ a multitude of selection criteria.
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